Committee on Research - APPROVED Minutes
March 9, 2017
SA 4600

Member Attendees: Jenny O, Helen Zong, Reza Akhavian, Kate Bell, Cristian Gaedicke, Elena Dukhovny, Jeffra Bussmann
Guest Attendees: Mark Robinson

Meeting Minutes

1. Approval of the agenda
   Kate; Cristian. Jenny proposes to eliminate Agenda Item #6 because Jeff Seitz is absent (this could be done online through email). Passed with the suggested amendment.

2. Approval of 2/23/17 minutes
   Reza; Kate. A few name corrections. Passed.

3. Report of the Chair
   No report. Question: Has anyone heard about Spring FSG calls? We have not. Jenny will email Jeff about any plans for these calls.

4. Report of the Presidential appointee
   Absent. Deferred to next meeting.

5. Business
   a. Select CSU Student Research Competition student representatives

      Discussion on scoring Interpretation of Results: If proposals contain no results, and/or no data gathered, then it should be a zero.
      Top 10 proposals and one back-up selected. Jenny (as CSR Director) will contact two of the student applicants about combining their very similar research projects.

6. Discussion
   a. Review Research culture survey subscales, items, and organization
      i. Google Sheet with items

7. Adjournment at 3:28pm

Drafted by Jeffra Bussmann